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What makes a good abstract?  

 An abstract should enable: 

 

 editors to make a quick decision on your paper 

 a reader to identify quickly what the paper is about 

 information managers (e.g. librarians) to put it in 
their indexes  
 



Types of abstracts 

 unstructured abstracts 

 structured abstracts 

 extended abstracts 

 conference abstracts 
 



unstructured abstract 

 A single paragraph of between 100–250 words 
containing a very brief summary of each of the 
main sections of your paper. 
 



structured abstract 

 The same as (1) but divided into several short 
sections 
 



extended abstract 

 A mini paper organized in the same way as a full 
paper (e.g. Introduction, Methods, Discussion 
…), but substantially shorter (two to four pages). 
Depending on the journal, conference or 
competition, the extended abstract may or may not 
include an abstract – for example, it may 
begin directly with an introduction 
 



conference abstract 

 Normally a standalone abstract (sometimes up to 
500 words), designed to help conference 
organizers to decide whether they would like you to 
make an oral presentation at their conference. It may 
be of any of the three forms above.  
 



When should I write the Abstract?  

 Write a rough draft of the abstract before you start 
writing the paper itself. This may help you to decide 
what to include in the paper and how to structure it.  

 

 Experienced writers always write the Abstract (and 
often the Introduction too) last, i.e. when 
they have finished the rest of the paper.  
 
 



How should I structure my Abstract?  

 Why did I carry out this project? Why am I writing this 
paper? 

 

 What did I do, and how? 

 

 What were my results? What was new compared to 
previous research? 

 

 What are the implications of my findings? What are my 
conclusions and/or recommendations?  
 



Formal, natural and applied sciences  



Formal, natural and applied sciences  

 1. The problem, gap?  

 2. New solution, contribution, achievement, or 
difference? 

 3. Validity of the model 

 4. Results.  

 5. Implications 



Social and behavioral sciences  



 1. Begin the abstract with one or two sentences saying what you 
did plus one key result, i.e. begin with information that the 
reader does NOT already know 
 

 2. Introduce the background by connecting in some way to what 
you said in your introductory sentence. The concept of leaving him 
is introduced in (1) and then referred to again in (2) 

 3. Use the background information (which the reader may or not 
already know) to justify what you did, and outline your 
methodology (and materials where appropriate) 

 4. Provide some more information on your results 
 

 5. Tell the reader the implications of your results  
 



How should I structure 
the abstract of a review paper?  

 
 

 tell audience what your primary objective is  
 

 explain your reasons for selecting certain papers  
 

 Your ‘results’ are your findings drawn from analyzing the literature 
 

 State your conclusions and what implications they have for further 
research in your field.  
 
 
 
 



How should I begin my Abstract?  

 Never start your abstract with phrases like: 

 

 This paper deals with … 

 The aim of this paper …  

 This article explores … 

  We report …  
 





personal or impersonal?  

 style 1 I found that x =y.  humanistic fields  
 

 style 2 We found that x=y.   all fields  

 

 style 3 It was found that x=y.  all fields  

 

 style 4 The authors found that x = y.  less common 
 



What tenses should I use?  

 PRESENT SIMPLE: 
 talk about a well-known situation (people tend to hold overly favorable 

views) 
 explain their opinion on this well-known situation (the authors suggest 

that …)  
 

 PAST SIMPLE 
 describe what they did (the authors found that ..)  

 

 PRESENT PERFECT  
 give the context / background (In the last few years there has been 

considerable interest in…) 
 describe what they achieved during their research (We have found / 

devised / developed a new approach to X) 
  



How do I write a structured abstract?  

 helps them to 
write clearer abstracts.  

 force the author to answer all the questions 

 are much more readable  

 longer (up to 400 words) and is often written as a 
series of points, though full sentences with verbs are 
always used in the Results and Conclusions.  
 
  
 
 



structured abstract of various medical journals  

 
 Background / Context / Purpose - Methods - Results / 

Findings – Conclusions 
 

 Context - Aim / Objective - Design - Setting - Patients (or 
Participants) - Interventions / 
Treatment - Main Outcome Measure(s) - Results - 
Conclusions  
 

 Context - Objective - Data Sources - Study Selection - Data 
Extraction – Results - Conclusions  
 
  
 



How do I write an abstract for a 
conference?  

 Look at abstracts from the previous editions to see 
their style and tone.  

 

 The rules for writing the abstract itself are the same 
as for a journal, though your style may be slightly 
more informal.  
 
 



Abstract for a work in progress 
to be presented at a conference  



Abstract for a work in progress 
to be presented at a conference  



How should I select my key words?  
How often should I repeat them?  

 
 words in your paper really are important  
 words that readers are looking for  
 do not repeat the key words more than three times in the 

abstract.  
 

 
 Some journals require you to have a list of four or five key 

words directly under your abstract.  
 

 The same journals may also require that the keywords in this 
list should not appear in the text of the abstract.  
 
 
 



Should I mention any limitations in my 
research?  

 Given that an Abstract is designed to ‘sell’ your 
research, you might decide not to mention the 
limitations until the Discussion.  
 



What should I NOT mention in my 
Abstract?  

 background information that is too generalist for 
your readers 

 claims that are not supported in the paper 

 terms that are too technical or too generic - this will 
depend on your audience 

 definitions of key terms 

 mathematical equations 



What should I NOT mention in my 
Abstract?  

 generic quantifications (e.g. many, several, few, a 
wide variety) and the overuse or unjustified use of 
subjective adjectives (e.g. innovative, interesting, 
fundamental). 

 unnecessary details that would be better located in 
your Introduction 

 

 references to other papers.  

 



How can I ensure that my Abstract 
has maximum impact?  

 

 Put the information in the best possible order.  

 

 Highlight the importance of what you are saying. 

 

 Be as concise as possible.  
 



What are some of the typical 
characteristics of poor abstracts?  



What are some of the typical 
characteristics of poor abstracts?  

 it is not self sufficient.  

 it looks like the beginning of an Introduction not an 
Abstract.  

 it contains a reference to another authors work 

 it mentions irrelevant details. 

 the pioneering method is not described, nor do we 
have any idea about why it is ‘pioneering’ 

  the reader has no idea of what results were obtained  
 



Revised 



Good points 

 readers are immediately told what the author did.  

 the methodology is explained and a concrete example is 
given 

 the selection process of the subjects (adults) is described 

 the results are given 

 numbers are qualified (as many as 85%, only 5%) to help 
readers understand whether the numbers reflect normal 
expectations, or are particularly high or low  

 the implications are stated 

 the word ‘pioneering’ is avoided 
 



Thanks for Listening 


